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Passengers Cafe Set
to Open at the
Cleveland Hostel
By Michael George

Passengers Cafe opens June 3rd at the Cleveland Hostel and will be open to the public. Photo by
Adam Jaenke.

Passengers Cafe is a mulit-roaster cafe and will offer coffee from roasterys across the country, as well
as teas provided by Cleveland Tea Revival. Photo by Adam Jaenke.

Since the Cleveland
Hostel opened over three
years ago, the lobby has
been no more than a place
for weary travelers to check
in to their sparse accommodations. Adorned with
maps, globes, and an old
phone booth (are there any
new phone booths?), the
lobby’s sole purpose was to
be the front desk area.
Mark Raymond, the
Hostel’s owner and operator, had a simple vision to
do more. Now that vision is
on the cusp of fruition. Passengers Café opens June
3rd in the newly redesigned
lobby of the Cleveland
Hostel. Mr. Raymond partnered up with Trey Kirchoff,
a veteran of the retail coffee
industry, bringing a multiroaster café and espresso
bar to the south of Lorain.
Mr. Kirchoff selected
micro roasters from various
cities around the country. The coffee shop has a
sidewalk patio and a rooftop patio where guests can

use the Wi-Fi and check
out the wonderful view of
downtown Cleveland and
the West Side Market. Passengers Café will also carry
toast and bagels, and a
variety of delicious teas
from Cleveland Tea Revival
(full disclosure, my wife
and I are the co-owners of
Cleveland Tea Revival). The
sleek new lobby has some
private tables along the wall
as well as a communal table
in the center of the room.
Since opening, many
local residents of Cleveland
and the surrounding area
had little reason to step
into the Cleveland Hostel.
Passengers Café offers the
opportunity for local residents to get a look at an
Ohio City gem, that for the
last three years, mainly
catered to out-of-towners.
Check out Passengers Café
on Facebook for more info.
For more photos of the
cafe, go to page 15.

Refugee Response Produce Sold at the Ohio City Farm
By Margaret Fitzpatrick

The Ohio City Farm Stand, located on Bridge Ave. North of West
25th. Photo by Margaret Fitzpatrick

The weekend of June
3rd and 4th, the Ohio City
Farm Stand will open for
the 2016 growing season.
The Farm Stand is open Fridays, 11:00AM to 3:00PM
and Saturdays, 9:00AM to
3:00PM. Throughout the
growing season we will offer
The Refugee Response
Produce—that is local,

organically-grown produce,
nurtured and harvested by
refugee farmers, at the Ohio
City Farm and Urban Community School.
The mission of the
Ohio City Farm Stand is to
increase availability of fresh
produce to all community
members.
At the Farm
Stand we proudly accept

the Ohio Direction Card,
Senior Farmers Market
Nutrition Program and WIC
coupons, as well as credit
and debit.
That
community
includes the farmers themselves.
Each week our
Refugee
farmers
shop
at the farm stand for $10
worth of free produce to
take home. This fulfills our
mission to make sure everyone is taking home fresh
vegetables from the farm.
It also provides English
practice for those refugees who don’t yet speak
the language because we
get to review English vegetable names. Additionally,
the farmers also make sure
that I’m learning names of
the vegetables in their languages.
From my observing,
the most popular vegetables across all cultures are

Hom Gautnam, a refugee farmer from Bhutan, bunches radishes.
Photo by Margaret Fitzpatrick

potato, tomato and onion.
The amazing thing is that
you can see this popularity in the languages. The
word for “potato” in Karen

(Burmese language), Nepali
(Bhutan & Nepal), and Urdu
(language of Pakistan/
Afghanistan) is “alu.” Here

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Photogallery: Taking
Opportunities to Garden in
the City
by philip woodcock

Kentuckey Garden, located South of Franklin Blvd. between West 32nd and West
38th. As a second year Gardner you may earn access to a double plot (20’x20’).

Early tulips. One advantage of gardening in the city is that you often don’t have to
worry about deer eating your flowers and crops.

Ohio City: A Bar District
By bruce grossman

Ohio City wasn’t supposed
to be “a bar district.” It was supposed to be a food district and
festival marketplace. But Scene
Magazine and other media call
Ohio City a bar district, so there
is many a slip twixt cup and lip.
I suppose we like to think
ourselves different because
“our bars” serve gourmet, handcrafted beer. Still, beer seems
to be an alcohol delivery system, and people go to bars to
unleash their inner childs, or
inner monsters. Our bars don’t
just cater to the neighborhood
hoi polloi, like the planners told
us, but also to the tourists and
other amateurs; we can only
hope that we will cater to the
better sort of drunk, befitting
the chocolate accents and fruit
tones of our local brewmasters.
I myself don’t go for artisan
beers because of the high alcohol content. I remember the first
time (in my innocent youth) that
I got truly drunk was on gourmet high alcohol beer. So I am
to this day prejudiced against
it. That was way back when

when Heineken was not only
top shelf, but the only import
commonly available, and quite
a status marker. Back then, I
mostly drank Blatz draft, if you
ever heard of that, at what was
truly a neighborhood working
class bar.
But one autumn, the local
tavern got in a shipment of
imported-from-Germany Oktoberfest beer for the occasion,
and I thought okay, it’s a holiday, unaware of the added kick.
It was then that I learned that
drinking until you see double
wasn’t just a figure of speech
(as neither is drinking until the
room spins).
So be careful with those
small batches. Especially if you
are buying beer for a friend.
Remember to buy them three
beers and no more than three
beers.
Remember to drink responsibly, or don’t drink at all.
Bruce Grossman is on
LinkedIn, and is the selfproclaimed guru of Bagwhan
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Art Fair

Outdoor Art Festival with Craft Marketplace

June 11 & 12
th

th

Saturday 10am - 8pm | Sunday 11am - 6pm
For more information, call 561-746-6615
Free Admission
189 Crocker Park Blvd. in Westlake, OH

ArtFestival.com
Howard Alan Events
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The Participant Observer: “Ask an Old Person”
by bruce grossman

I meant to write a little piece
on the new self-conscious
creation of an imagined Cleveland, or a Cleveland mythos. It
seems important for us to have
“Our Shared History.” The rub
is, it can only be a Cleveland of
our imagination, a picking and
choosing from countless “memories” hardly any of us have
lived through. That’s because
Americans move every couple
of years, and we find ourselves
in the strange situation that
now places have histories, and
people do not. Old time Clevelanders identify themselves with
their sports teams, and you can
enter the tribe if you know what
“the Drive,” the “Shot,” and the
“Fumble” are. You can be a
tribal chief if you can name the
Indian lineups in the pre-Jim
Thome era. But that it not how
we hoi polloi look at history,
at least because we’re always
concerned with “authenticity.”
So we imagine The Bridge War,
Eliot Ness, even Steve’s Lunch
to create our own tribal bonds
and wear CLE shirts instead of
Chief Wahoo caps.
But then I got distracted by
the Comics pages of John G.
John seems to be doing a really
fine job of creating our shared

Cleveland. Besides the selected
“memories” of his first strip, the
second has two very nice maps.
John has united us in both time
and space. But it’s his Cleveland future I must object to,
that is, “the Ask an Old Person
Kiosk” at his magnetic monorail.
As an old person (fifty-nine), I
don’t like being so marginalized.
On the other hand, I have to figure out how to play this. I could
get used to people opening
doors for me and calling me sir.
So if you ask an old person about Cleveland history, I
would recommend Dr. Daniel
R Kerr’s “Derelict Paradise,”
University of Massachusetts
Press, 2011. There is much to
be learned here about the history of the Cleveland real estate
game and its recurring themes,
as well as the problems of poverty and homelessness. This
is a serious peer-reviewed
account, and there are several
copies available in our truly
wonderful library system. It
would make good reading for a
book circle.
These days I am more interested in anthopology than
history if for no other reason
than the breakdown of even that
small unit called the nuclear fam-

ily. More and more among the
common folk, no marriage has
become the preferred marriage,
and who isn’t confused about
the status of “baby mamas” and
whether or not this is some sort
of polygamy? At least I wasn’t
able to find a baby-mama’s
day card in Room Service or
Canopy, let alone Dave’s. So I
look to the good people of New
Guinea to teach me about 21st
centry Cleveland.
While I was last downtown
wading through the fifth-floor
stacks of the Main Library
Stokes buiding, among the
works on Oceania gift exchange
and T.V. viewing in the Amazon
Rain Forest, I came across a
cute little book on the history of
brunch, and then I realized how
out of touch this old man is.
Like all history, the history of
brunch is a little bit of a guessing game. Brunch was invented
in the late nineteenth century,
in either England or America.
Originally it was a meal on the
day of the hunt or the day after a
night on the town. It was popularized either in New Orleans or
New York, and is now enjoyed
either after church or instead of
church. It opens with either fruit
or an “eye-opener,” always has

eggs, and anything else from
sausages, steak, smoked fish,
etc. It is a relaxed meal with a
pleasant setting, the friend of
the working woman, and a way
to have over guests who are
always booked in the evening.
Of course we old men remember the seventies version and
drank the Harvey Wallbangers
and Elmer Fuddpuckers to
prove it.
What I didn’t realize is how
popular it is today and a “most
Yelp researched item” of the
hipster class. And I didn’t realize there was a new hipster
class apart from Jack Kerouac,
George Shearing, and Jackson Pollack. In this age of turbo
techno change, miss a minute
and you miss a lot. And I don’t
even know who these hipsters
are except that they are featured on Portlandia which I
have never seen. And because
I have never seen Portlandia, I
no longer share our shared history and may as well sit in a
kiosk and give directions at the
future monorail. At least I could
tell the hipsters where to get off.
Bruce Grossman is on
LinkedIn, and is the selfproclaimed guru of Bagwhan
Music.

Cleveland’s Public Schools...
the RIGHT CHOICE for your child!

Choosing the right school is the most important step your child will take toward college and careers.

Choose NOW.

ChooseCMSD.org
216.838.3675

ClevelandMetroSchools.org
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Good L i v ing

The gorgeous weeping willow of Edgewater Park. Photo by Stacey Pickering.

Fortunately For Your Health,
We’re Not Out of the Woods
Yet
By Stacey Pickering

One of my earliest memories is
being scolded for climbing a tree
that was “too big for me!” and coming home scraped, bruised and
bleeding. Neither the minor injuries
I have sustained nor the repeated
warnings and reprimands of my
parents or anyone else have ever
been able to keep me out of the

woods. For me, “out of the woods”
was generally a more threatening
place to be than in them. Often in
my life, the branches of a tree have
been the only place I have felt safe
and supported, not to mention
creative. I spent many afternoons
during my elementary school days
avoiding my awkward shy kid

attempts to relate to my peers, in
trees writing my “novel” in a bulky
five subject notebook.
As it turns out, feeling an
enhanced sense of wellbeing
while surrounded by birds and
squirrels and rivers and dirt does
not make me an anomaly by any
means. There’s even science! (and
plenty of it) to support what my
child self always intuited. Studies* have shown that time spent
in nature reduces stress, anxiety
and depression, improves memory, eases the effects of dementia
and ADHD, causes vital areas of
the brain to work in sync, increases
creativity, boosts the immune system, reduces blood pressure, heart
rate and muscle tension, and helps
us feel more connected with the
world and each other. And that’s
just to name a few of the countless
benefits.
Fortunately, we live in one
of the best places anywhere for
indulging in the healing powers of
nature. Yes, Cleveland!
While it’s true that we live in
an industrial city, it is also true that

this Rust Belt city is overflowing
with green space. The Cleveland
Metroparks offers hundreds of miles
of trails meandering over the rivers
and through the woods (including
the Rocky River Parkway, literally
connecting me to my grandmother’s
house as a kid). Edgewater Park!
with increasing access points from
our Ohio City and Gordon Square
neighborhoods, home of my lifetime favorite weeping willow, along
with a canopy of other gorgeous
trees, framing one of our Greatest
gifts, Lake Erie. Almost any street
you walk down in Ohio City and
Tremont gives a path of shade from
massive old trees. Community gardens are popping up everywhere.
Parks, parks, parks; I couldn’t name
them all and I don’t have to. Go outside, turn in any direction and walk
or wheel to the nearest green you
see, or just sit down on the ground
beneath you. Feel what you feel.
That’s what healing feels like.
Welcome home.
*Dean, Jeremy. “10 Remarkable Ways Nature Can Heal Your
Mind.” PsyBlog. 28 July 2014.

Get out there and climb some trees! Photo by Stacey Pickering.

Views from Tremont. Photo by Todd Feichtmeier.
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Make the Most of Your
Cleveland Summer

by erika durham

There is almost nothing else in
the world that gets me excited in
the way that summer does when it
starts to rear its head in our beautiful city. As a person who equally
appreciates the outdoors from the
perspective of activity as well as
relaxation, on top of years of experiencing the place we call home in
this way, I want to share my newest and most favorite experiences
in the hopes that others will take
advantage of the wealth of options
at our doorstep.
As a perosn who has used a
bicycle as a means of transportation (and of course enjoyment) over
the years, I never saw the appeal of
mountain biking until I was encouraged to attend a huge mountain
bike festival in Raystown Lake,
Pennsylvania four years ago. Unexpectedly, I found it to be one of the
most enjoyable athletic experiences
of my life. I can most closely associate it with the exhilirating feelings of
the outdoors in my youth; you reach
an almost euphoric physical experience. Since then, the sport has
become a defining element of summer; as soon as the trails are dry
enough, I get out there on my bike
as often as possible.
Surprisingly, the greater Cleveland area offers a wide range of
mountain bike trails that range in
accesibility of skill levels. My favorite (because of said accesibility, as

well as proximity), is the Ohio and
Erie Canal trail, which you can find
at the CanalWay Center, which is
the Nature Center off of the Towpath Trail at East 49th St. The trail
is a quick 2-mile loop that you can
ride once, or repeat to develop your
skill. I highly recommend it if you are
“getting your feet wet” on the bike.
Next up are the Royalview
Trails, located off of the Cleveland
Metroparks trail in Mill Stream Run
Reservation in Strongsville. There
you will find two trails, one for
beginners (or those looking for a
relaxed ride), and a more challenging trail for those who like to push
their boundaries. This location has
also hosted events where varoius
companies bring their best bikes in
for you to try out on the trails.
If you’re up for a little drive
and want a bigger challenge, you
can hit up the West Branch State
Park Full Tour Mountain Bike Trail
in Ravenna, Ohio. It’s a difficult 11.4
miles of rocky and rooty trail that
will give even seasoned bikers a
good workout.
Additionally, we have many
bike shops in the area where you
can get more suggestions for trail
riding, as well as advice on getting
your first (or tenth!) mountain bike.
You can, of course, always check
out the Cleveland Metroparks website for trail information.
For a more relaxed way to enjoy

Get out there! Camping is often a way to enjoy the mountain biking experience even
more. Photo by Erika Durham.

Enjoying a quick pause on the trail. Flying down the path can be fun but it’s always
good to stop for a minute and absorb the beauty of nature. Photo by Erika Durham.

summer in Cleveland, over the past
few years two free music festivals
have popped up right in our backyards. The first being CMA Ohio
City Stages in Hingetown. The
Cleveland Museum of Art arranges
concerts of groups from all over the
world to perform every Wednesday
night in July, right in the middle
of Hingetown. The intersection of
West 29th and Church streets is
taken over by a stage that brilliantly
comes to life from about 7:00 until
9:00 or later. You can bring a chair
with you, post up on the grass and
enjoy the food and beverage vendors, or dance the night away in
front of the stage.
To put it in perspective just how
far reaching the CMA is in their quest
to bring amazing world music to
Cleveland, the first summer of these
concerts had a group called Fanfare
de Ciocarlia in the lineup. Fanfare is a
group from Romania that plays wild
traditional gypsy music, who I have
followed for years and was dying to
see when I visited Romania a few
years ago. Unfortunately, they were
on tour at the time, so I missed them.
Not three years later, there they
were, playing right on my doorstep...
and for free, to boot!
If you’re looking for a little more
rowdy way to enjoy free outdoor
music, check out Edgewater Live,
where rock bands take the stage
right on the beach, every Thursday night starting June 9th through
August 11th (minus July 21st), from

5:30-8:30pm. The backdrop is
beautiful, the people-watching is
superb, and it seems the cold beer
tastes even more delicious with
your toes in the sand.
If you happen to not enjoy the
genre of music being performed,
it doesn’t even matter because
you’ve gotten yourself to the
beach! There are plenty of opportunities for beautiful walks, colorful
sunsets, frisbee games, and even
the impromptu drum circle.
Lastly, my newest toy (and newest obsession) has been an inflatable
kayak I bought on the internet. For
a cool $130, you can own a vessel
that allows you to get some of the
best views of our city, directly from
the Cuyahoga River. You can drop
in at Whiskey Island and paddle
your way to the mouth of the river,
or for a more chill beginning you can
start at the boat docks at Merwin’s
Wharf in the flats. Merwin’s Wharf
is located on the North side of the
Columbus Road Bridge, near the
new skate park, the Cleveland Rowing Foundation, and the Ohio City
Bicycle Co-op. I have experienced
fewer things in this city that made
me feel as happy as gliding down
the river on a warm summer night
in my kayak.
No matter how you enjoy your
summer, I hope you do just that:
enjoy it! You can also share all of
your summer adventures with your
neighbors, by submitting your stories at www.ohiocityobserver.com.

DID YOU KNOW...?
Missing 10 or more days of school in early
grades can keep a child from developing the
necessary skills to meet Ohio’s Third Grade
Reading Guarantee – a requirement for being
promoted to the fourth grade.
Kayaking on the Cuyahoga River, looking up at the Columbus Bridnge and Hoopples
n the distance. Photo by Erika Durham.
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Refugee Response Produce Sold at
the Ohio City
Farm

Call For Volunteers - Cultivate Cleveland
Food Cooperative
by rosemary brewka

continued from page 1

are vegetables names in other languages:
Potato:
Karen, Nepali, Urdu = alu
Somali = baradho
Tomato:
Karen = tha gaw sei
Nepali = golebheda
Somali = yaanyo
Onion:
Karen = ptheh thar
Somali = basal
Nepali = pyaz
There will be no test, but if you
come to the farm stand for some
local, organically grown produce,
one of the refugee farmers will
be working, so feel free to try out
some words. They would love it!

Members of Cultivate Cleveland at the Up and Coming Food Co-op Conference
2016 in Bloomington, Indiana. Photo courtesy of Cultivate Cleveland Food Co-op.

The organizers of Cultivate
Cleveland Food Cooperative are
actively seeking people to build
strong leadership and establish

DID YOU KNOW...?
When CMSD students miss 10 or more
days of school their scores on state
reading tests drop by an average of 12 points.
Get2SchoolCleveland.com
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sustainable governance systems
for a consumer food cooperative in
Cleveland.
The goals of Cultivate Cleveland Food Cooperative are to
meet the urban need for fresh grocery options, to create jobs in our
neighborhoods, and to provide a
place to foster community. We are
addressing these needs by forming
a food co-op, a retail grocery business that is owned and controlled
by the community.
This project is aimed at

strengthening our local economy through socially responsible
investment. The services of the
retail store will be open to the public, and the opportunity to invest in
the business will be available to all
individuals. The foundation of the
capital for a food co-op comes
from its member-owners, who purchase equity in the business and
have a voice in its vision and implementation. We are confident that
this endeavor will produce positive
economic results for its member-owners and the surrounding
community in the near future.
We need your help! We are
organizing a steering committee
to solidify our policies and governance. Once organized, we will
move forward with feasibility and
market studies, ownership drives,
and site selection. At this point, we
need input from individuals who
have professional experience in
law, business management, corporate planning, accounting, finance,
marketing, and branding. We are
striving for a culturally diverse
group, and all are welcome!
Want to learn more and
become involved? Email us at
foodcoopcle@gmail.com and visit
our Facebook page: https://www.
facebook.com/ClevelandFood-

CLEVELAND METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT
1/26/16 10:33 AM

DISTRICTWIDE

CAREER FAIR
Thursday, June 23, 2016
10am – 6pm

NOW HIRING

Join CMSD’s professional team in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities
Transportation
Food & Child Nutrition
Safety & Security
Substitute Teachers
Substitute ParaProfessionals
Substitute Secretaries

Learn how YOU
can be part of
The Cleveland Plan

East Professional Development Center
1349 E 79th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44103

• Meet with CMSD staff and learn
about open positions across
the District
• Learn how to apply online

Visit ClevelandMetroSchools.org/CareerFair
for job postings and to apply online
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Spring and Summer Recipes to Keep You Moving
“R & B:” Rhubarb
and Berries, a
Spring Sensation!
by rachel kingsbury

**Note: DO NOT EAT THE
LEAVES OF RHUBARB ( they make
the belly ache)
Stems Only = Love
One must know that cooking is
fun. It is a fact. Therefore, seasonal
ingredients should be welcomed
and never feared. Rhubarb has
been flourishing this year due to
our awkward Cleveland spring. So
let us make delicious things!!
R&B is a simple composition
of “stewed” Rhubarb and added
fresh berries..
Messing up this recipe will not
mess up the end result -- so GET
AFTER IT.
2 lb. Fresh Rhubarb (cut into
about 1/2 inch chunk)
1 Cup Sugar
1/2 tsp Salt
1 pint fresh Strawberries
1 pint fresh raspberries
1 pint fresh blueberries (GET
CRAZY)
1/3 cup fresh Lemon Juice
(2-3 lemons- add grated zest for
stronger flavor)
1/3 cup fresh orange juice (2
oranges)
**Add a splash of Grand Marnier or Triple Sec if desired

Place the Rhubarb into a
medium to large sauce pan and
add the sugar, salt and 2/3 a cup of
water. Once the mixture boils, turn
the temperature to low and simmer
for 10-12 minutes (15 won’t kill ya
- but pay attention at this point!).
The rhubarb should be tender and
falling apart. Remove the pot from
heat and gently stir in the remaining
ingredients. Serve hot or cool with
whipped cream or locally made
ice-cream from some hometown
favorites like Masons Creamery or
Mitchell’s Ice Cream :)
Bon Appetit! XO

Dip Party
Guacamole
by erika durham

I still vividly remember my first
experience with guacamole, mostly
because my dad was making it
and when he offered me some all
I wanted to know is why he would
eat something that looked like baby
poo.
Man, was I wrong! Years have
passed and guacamole is now one
of my favorite foods, and a perfect
and easy dish to make for a dip
party, cookout, or just as a delicoius and healthy snack.
Keep in mind you can take liberties with my particular recipe,
if there is an ingrediant you particularly enjoy, add more! And as
always, taste along the way. It’s
one of the best parts of preparing
food.

3 ripe avocados
1 lime
1/4 red onion, chopped
1 large tomato, chopped
1 small can green chiles
1/2 green pepper, finely
chopped
hanful of cilantro
1 tsp cumin
salt and pepper to taste

Scoop the avocados out of
their skins in to a medium sized
bowl. Squeeze the juice of the
lime in, careful to not let any seeds
through! Using a fork, mash the
avocado and lime just together to
your desired texture. I like for it to
be just a little bit chunky.
Add in your chopped tomato,
finely chopped onion and green
pepper, and the can of green
chiles. Give it all a stir!
Add in your cumin, salt and
pepper to taste. Take the handful
of cilantro (you can use the stems
too!), and chop it up pretty fine.
Lastly, give it all one good final stir
and you’re good to go!
Serve with tortilla chips, pita,
or cut vegetables.

Recycling in
Cuyahoga County
is easier than ever.
Good news: Most product packaging and paper can be
recycled in your home. Cut your trash in half when you
combine paper, boxes, cans, cartons and glass along with
plastic bottles and containers in your curbside recycling.
It’s one simple act.
Learn more at CuyahogaRecycles.org or call 216.443.3749.

Simple
Summer
Salad
by erika durham

This one is an all time favorite,
for its simplicity, allowing the flavor
of the vegetables to speak for itself.
Because this recipe is made to
taste, you can use the ingredients
in any proportion you like, big or
small.
heirloom tomatoes
cucumber
red onion
olive oil
apple cider vinegar
salt and pepper
dill
It’s as easy as chopping
everything up to the size you like,
and adding in the oil, vinegar and
spices to taste.
For the best results, use inseason heirloom tomatoes, lots of
them, and Bragg’s apple cider vinegar.

CARTONS
GLASS

PAPER

PLASTIC

CANS

SPECIAL ORDERS OF A DOZEN OR MORE
AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT PARTICIPATING
LOCATIONS. A LIST OF LOCATIONS IS AVAILABLE
ON OUR WEBSITE. TO PLACE AN ORDER
GO TO WWW.CLEBAGELCO.COM/CONTACT
OR EMAIL INFO@CLEBAGELCO.COM

SERVING FRESHLY BAKED BAGELS
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK AT LOCATIONS
IN AND AROUND THE CITY

VOTED BEST BAGEL
BY CLEVELAND MAGAZINE
AND CLEVELAND SCENE
WWW.CLEBAGELCO.COM
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The Book About My Idle Plot on a Vague Anxiety
In Regards to Performing in Front of Other People
by samuel mooney
This article initially started with
what was going to be a simple facebook post that I had decided to scrap
because I just didn’t feel like writing
something I wouldn’t be around to
respond to about playing music. I’ll
just share that bit for now, but I’ve been
enjoying writing to particular music or
songs, and I wanted to share the song I
sat down and listened to before writing
which is “Song Silly” by a band called
toe, from Japan, which many of you
know I’m obsessed with. I don’t need
to go into what kind of music it is (if
you know me at all, you know it’s probably going to be math-rock, and you’d
be right), but this song has the singular
most calming note I’ve ever heard. It’s
a simple string bend at 1:55 seconds-in
that I’ve gone back to and re-listened
on multiple occasions. Just saying, it’s
worth listening to a few (read: thousands of) times.
The original post:
What I want to say before I fall
asleep on “going to shows”
I appreciate your apologies for not
being able to attend a show to some
extent, but to be completely honest, not
everyone who has the desire to attend
a show is able to, and that’s fine. I can’t
see every show I would like to, and it
hurts when I can’t, especially when it’s
a band that means a lot to me. That’s
why they play more shows.
But on another note, these shows
are proposed to audiences who aren’t
able to hear what an individual has to

say on a day to day basis. The more hung
up I become with work and responsibility, the less I have to communicate with
the people I hold close to me. Playing
shows is my only current outlet (aside
from social media; the beast we’ve created where our initial thought was how
nice it would be to stay connected with
our distant friends, but quickly turned
into a dark bank of memes and crosstrash-talking about people we hardly
know) to communicate with a broader
audience. I don’t care if you come to
my shows*. People have been coming
out plenty. I can’t thank them enough.
And I’m sorry, but because so many of
my close friends are there, no, I do not
notice your absence, nor should I have
any obligation to. I appreciate the people who are there so much, and I feel
the need to express that so much more
than a “Thank you” after every show or
a “Thank you” via facebook after every
show. Because they’re there willing
to listen to the shit that I have to yell
about. And that’s what matters to me.
So come to a show. I hope you have
a good time. But don’t pretend the outcome is contingent on your presence.
I’m going to play the songs the way I
want no matter what, because that is
my catharsis. That is how I get by. That
is my therapy.
Thank you.
This original bit was written after
one of my band’s shows fell-through
towards the end because of noise-complaints and in-turn, my band was the

4125 LORAIN AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44113
216.202.1386

www.platformbeerco.com

Perfroming in front of a human. Photo by Samuel Mooney

only one that wasn’t able to play at all.
I don’t hold any grudges at this point,
but I was upset that I didn’t get to play,
obviously. And I was trying to figure
out why I was so upset by it. I wasn’t
upset with the venue, or jealous of the
bands that did get the opportunity to
play, or frankly even that upset with
the cops. They were following their
instructions, it’s not like me arguing
would make those instructions would
change anything. I’m a fairly passive
person when it comes to things like
this, and I had even prepared the band
for the possibility of us not being able
to play based on the number of people attending for the day and the fact
that it was originally scheduled to be
on a roof. (If anyone wants to set up a
show on a roof, I still have that thirst to
quench, so let me know, I just want to
play on a roof, really).
What I was truly upset about
was the fact that I didn’t get to play
the things I’d written to the people
that wanted to hear it. That was it. I
had mentally prepared for having the
opportunity to say the things that had
been on my mind to a large group of a
lot of my friends, who I haven’t had the
time to check-in on and talk one-onone. This is something we all face as we
get older and more “booked-up” (my
wonderful friend Leonard showed me
an article on avoiding using the word
“busy” when people are checking in on
how I’m doing and I hope it resonated
with me as much as I think it has). We
don’t have the time for people that we
used to, because we function in a society where we can only feel successful
if we’re doing a million things at once.
It really is a wonderful feeling. Feeling
accomplished, feeling successful, feeling motivated to do more, constantly
pushing ourselves to do as much as we
possibly can with the time we’ve been
given. But on the other side of this
dichotomy is keeping ourselves happy.
I do as much as I can to keep myself
happy, and part of that for me is talking
to my friends and playing music. With
musical performance, I get to do those

Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocityobserver.com

at the same time.
When I was presented this opportunity to play my songs to a lot of people
that I consider great, interesting, and
talented friends, with my band of people who I would say are some of the
greatest, most interesting, and talented
friends that I’ve got, I was really excited
to have that opportunity. I was sitting
there, ready to play, Ted had gone on
a jog, Jeff and Leonard had convened
to make sure everyone was doing okay
since we had been at the venue for that
long, and we were ready to go. When
we realized there was no way of getting
around the police shutting down the
show seemed to be this slow process of
our hearts collectively sinking in different spots in the venue. I’ve noticed
this need for musical-release in others,
the people that you can’t take your eyes
off of while they perform. It doesn’t
matter what they’re doing. People will
watch Thom Yorke shake his head
while sitting down at a piano for a long
time. Watching Beyonce do anything is
like a gift in and of itself. But noticing
it in my friends is something new. I had
a moment when I was watching Max
Stern, our beloved, Cleveland bringerof-ska and provider of posi-summer
jams, at Coda who played along with
the aforementioned Leonard Baum
(of solo-sad-song fame as well as
my favorite keyboardist ever), Jenna
Fournier (of Nights), and solo acts of
folks from Brokenbeak, City Cop, and
Dead Leaves. A lot of people had come
out for this show, and Max decided to
play a new song upon the entrance of
what appeared to be some close friends
from way back. They were saying their
‘hello’s to some other people who were
there and Max was essentially staring
them in the sides of their faces, singing a song about how unfortunate it is
that we don’t have the time to connect
as closely as we once did when we were
younger. Growing up, having children,
working, traveling, and not being able
to be there to experience these things
with all of the people we hold close to

continued on page 11
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CRO S S WORD
By Michael George
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June
Across
1 Kids' game
5 Parakeets e.g.
9 Skilled
14 Wild plum
15 University in North Carolina
16 Lousy car
17 Nadirs
18 Dinner: It.
19 Faith
20 Abbr. at an airport terminal
21 Presbyterians, to Britney
Spears
23 Fiesta, in England
29 Fictional dog with last name
Hoëk
30 Box
31 Turned white
33 Upward thrust
37 Words before time or loss
38 Venus' lament?
41 Reg.
42 Evaluated
43 Shrek and Fiona, for two
44 Brim
46 Pursue romantically
47 Author of 23 and 38 across
55 Actor's arena
56 Haw preceder
57 Brazen
60 Young upstart
61 "Two Mules for Sister ___"

continued from page 10
us, but treasuring the chances that we
still get to be there for an important
milestone, every here and there. The
fewer opportunities we get to be there
for our loved ones, the more significant
it feels when we do. And here he was
putting this into song form, singing
directly at the people he was singing
about, while they continued to talk to
someone else about how they know
Max and all of the things they’ve done
together. It was a strange moment. I
don’t know any of these people personally, and I doubt Max harbors any
resentment for them for talking during
his set. My best guess is that he was just
happy to see them. Of course we want
people to listen when we play music,
but one of the best things is to just do
it for yourself.
A lot of times playing music isn’t
about having all eyes and ears on you,
regardless of if that is the circumstance. For me it’s getting to play and
sing with my friends about the things I
feel like are important to talk about at

62
63
64
65

Bar ﬁxture
Beat by a hair
Boob
Roosevelt forerunner,
familiarly
66 Feeder ﬁller
67 Island instruments, for short
Down
1 Small island
2 Slow mammal
3 Slope ready for skiing
4 Aﬃrmative
5 Pie nut
6 Sonia and Ruth colleague
7 Of sound, in a way
8 Impediments
9 Church platform
10 Layer of skin
11 Flightless bird
12 Mailing ctrs.
13 Explosive stuﬀ, brieﬂy
22 Meat dish
24 Clairvoyant
25 Below
26 American Kestrel,
colloquially
27 Words on a ﬁctional cake
28 LinkedIn title, abbr.
31 Adhesive
32 Following
33 Wager
34 Bullﬁght shout

the time. I’m not a particularly positive
musician, but singing about the things
that make me infuriated on a daily
basis will usually keep me in check. If
I get a fifteen to thirty-minute window
of opportunity every once in awhile
to play a loud guitar and yell with my
friends in front of people instead of by
myself at home, great, I’ll take it. But
when that doesn’t happen, there’s a little bit of a hole left in me. Fixing that
can be hard some times. That was one
opportunity missed where I didn’t get
to share what I’ve been doing with a
lot of close friends, before they left to
travel the country or move more permanently. I still got to see them and
we got to hang out and chat, but I was
so mentally stuck in making sure that
things were set up smoothly so that we
could play. And when we realized we
weren’t going to, I was led to an immediate disappointment that wasn’t so
much the fact that I hadn’t gotten to
play music, but I had just missed out on
all of the time that I could have spent to

35
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59
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Ancient
Rent ______
Squander
Eager
_____ Man, rap artist
With timidity
Despises
Musical exercise
Join with
Rankled
Eagle's home
"Sailing to Byzantium" poet
West Coast hrs.
Western tribe
Piece of turf
Disco ___ ("The Simpsons"
character)

solution on page 6

Call for
Artists:
“Connections
that Matter”
Art Box Mural
Series
By erika durham
Downtown Cleveland Alliance,
together with their City Advocates Program and in partnership with Crown
Castle, the nation’s largest provider of
shared wireless infrastructure, invites
Cleveland-area artists to submit digital artwork proposals for a new public
art project. Selected works will be used
to make a mural series on a group of
prominently placed utility boxes in
Downtown Cleveland.
This is a fun and inspirational
project that brings the vibrancy of the
arts to our city. It’s also a great way for
local artists to get lots of exposure!
Submission deadline is June 19, 2016.
For more information, visit www.
downtowncleveland.com.

catch up with everyone, meet the people they hold close to them and get to
know those individuals better, and say
a real goodbye to my friends who were
the ones leaving. It was their party, and
I spent the majority of my time in my
own head, rather than being a real person.
There will always be more shows.
There won’t always be more opportunities to be with your friends. See you
at the next one.
*Actually I totally do, I like seeing
y’all a lot
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St. James Anglican
Catholic Church

1861 East 55th St.
at Payne Ave. in Cleveland
Sung Mass 10:30 a.m. Sundays
Consult our website for additional
information and services
www.saintjamescleveland.com
216-431-3252

New Ohio Marker

LET’S TALK TRASH:
• DUMPSTER ON WHEELS
• NO DAMAGE TO YARD
OR CONCRETE
• FLAT RATE!
• 15 YD CAPACITY
Reserve a trailer at

www.chuckitcontainers.com
or call Chuck at

216-441-3333
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Fandomonium
By Seth Kopchu

I take my filmmaking efforts
seriously. Almost every movie that I
undertake has this reflection of quality in it which showcases the desire
I have to successfully make a name
for myself in the industry. That is why
I have an issue with the people who
shoot fan films.
Fan films represent a labor of
love for both cinema and whatever
franchise the filmmaker’s fanhood
lies with. And some are pretty good,
telling a particular franchise’s story
more accurately and respectfully
than a studio adaption probably ever
could.
But what does a director of a fan
film look to get out of their work?
They don’t own the franchise, so
therefore they can’t profit off of their
fan film. The most a director can
do is upload it online, share it with
the right community, and hope for
the best. And in some cases, it has
paid off. Dan Trachtenberg, director of “Portal: No Escape,” based
on the popular “Portal” video game
franchise, was offered the chance
to work for the studios and deliver
a film adaption of the comic book
series “Y: The Last Man.” While that
deal fell through, Trachtenberg also
directed commercials for Nike and
Coca-Cola, and just this past March
saw the release of “10 Cloverfield
Lane,” which starred Mary Elizabeth
Winstead and John Goodman under
his direction. Other directors have
found similar success thanks to their
fan films, including Tim Smit, whose
“Half-Life”-esque fan film “What’s in
the Box?” got him a phone call from
interested parties over at 20th Century Fox, and Sandy Collora, whose
cross-over fan film “Batman: Dead
End” paved way for him to make his
own original movie, the sci-fi tale
“Hunter/Prey.”
Now consider what I just said
– “original movie.” This is where
my confusion with fan film directors lies, and where a line must be
drawn to separate the hobbyist and
the filmmaker. If you make movies
as a hobby, then it doesn’t matter.
Make as many fan films as you like,
because it’s something you just do
for fun when you’re not working your
day job. But when you’re a serious
filmmaker, the type who idols the
proverbials like George Lucas or
Terrence Malick, you really should
stop and think about what you’re
doing before you set out to direct a
fan film, especially if you’ve already
spent thousands to go to film school.
This is what you want to do with your

hard-earned education?
Think about your creative potential, and realize that you’re honestly
limiting yourself to just the confines
of a franchise and not your own
original story, one where you can
do whatever you want and impress
audiences with something new and
not something that they’ve already
seen or played before. This is my
conflict with fan film directors – of all
the things you could have done with
your imagination, you chose this?
Someone else’s imagination?
Mind you, I’ve seen some really
bad fan films too. Ones that taint a
franchise’s reputation instead of
adding to it. Those are the films that
really make me wonder “why did
you even bother?” In some ways,
this is a worse mark than that of a
director who made their own original
movie that ended up being horrible.
Because at least with one’s own film,
they had nothing prior to work with,
so what you see is only theirs. They
made it all up themselves. But with
a bad fan film, you had a whole slew
of characters and plot elements to
choose from (a.k.a. the things that
make the franchise successful) and
yet you still screw it up? That’s just
insulting to the creators of the thing
you love the most in my opinion.
I’ll be the first to say that I’m
being biased here, that my personal
model of storytelling is to be as original as possible so that you have a
better chance to stand out amongst
all the rest of the competition. That
way is the most rewarding. Seeing
that, who’s going to stand out more,
the guy who made a killer film with
an original story, or the guy who
directed yet another “Star Wars” fan
film that, at best, is better than “Episode I?”
I’m not hating on fan film directors, I’m just trying to make a point for
them to realize that they should push
themselves further. It’s better to be
inspired by your favorite things that
allow you to mold your own unique
characters that are fused together
with the ones you love, instead of you
just blatantly stealing them for your
own hopes towards success.
We live in a world of exceptions,
though. Do fan films work? Sometimes they do. That truth can’t be
denied. Becoming successful in

this field is a crap shoot no matter
what you opt to film. So if you think
a homebrew “Doctor Who” film is
your formula for success, then go
for it I guess.

Gallery owner “dr. teresa” poses in front of the lath wall, a favorite spot in one of the
five exhibit areas of the doubting thomas Art Gallery. Photo courtesy of doubting
thomas.

Tremont Art Gallery doubting
thomas Continues to Deliver
Quality Shows
By Diane Collins

Under the direction of gallery
owner “dr. teresa,” month after
month, visitors are intrigued and
enthralled by the transformations
to the space [housed @ 856 Jefferson] that artists present on a
revolving venue.
Following the noteworthy success of the STARGAZER show in
April, which featured painters Maria
Winiarski and James Jenkins,
another crowd pleaser, “I Can and I
Will”, was hung during the first two
weeks of May. This recent show
proved that artists Timmie Boose,
Scott Radke and Scott Pickering,
not only showed us that they can
and will, but also that they “did”,
brilliantly. These three learned professionals, each with their own
individual iconography, not only
presented to the viewer a wonderfully orchestrated show, but left us
with unique and timeless imagery.
For the upcoming show, dr.
teresa, with her educated and

eclectic vision, has paired artists
Debra Zdanowicz and Miriam Sylvetie with Terreance Hubbard and
Guitar Man Eli Fletcher. This exhibit,
“FOUR on the Floor,” will open with
a reception on Friday June 10th in
conjunction with the second weekend Walkabout Tremont (which you
can check out at www.walkabouttremont.com).
Throughout the month of July,
as Cleveland welcomes the influx
of out-of-town guests, doubting
thomas Art Gallery will present
“VACATION CLEVELAND:” a Group
Exhibition along with The doubting
thomas Walk Across America Project.
With the summer season upon
us doubting thomas Art Gallery
joins with not only the Tremont
community but with the entire city
to celebrate the rich creative talents and cultural diversity that
makes Cleveland famous.

The front room of the gallery, often the more formal display, welcomes visitors while
tempting them to further explore the art throughout. Photo courtesy of doubting
thomas.

FRONT AND BACK PATIOS NOW OPEN

DID YOU KNOW...?
When CMSD students miss 10 or more
days of school their scores on state
math tests drop by an average of 15 points.
Get2SchoolCleveland.com

CLE VEL AND METROP OLITAN S CHO OL DISTRIC T

Get-to-School-SmallSpaceAds-Collinwood.indd 3

HAPPILY SERVING CRAFT BEER, SIGNATURE COCKTAILS, LOCAL EATS AND HOT TUNES
1404 W. 29TH ST. CLEVELAND, OH | 216.206.7699 | JUKEBOXCLE.COM
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Sweet Old Lorain
by adam jaenke

Lorain Avenue, that long thoroughfare that moves through
Cleveland and into the burbs and
beyond, is also known as the
Antiques district of the west side.
Places like Sweet Lorain and Nook
N’ Cranny give you a tangible history lesson, a very nostalgic one
that you can hold in your hands
or put in your house. When you’ve
spent all your money, or if you’re
broke like me and you couldn’t
afford anything in the first place,
there’s an alternative. It doesn’t
require cash, you don’t need a car,
and it’s in the exact same location
as these shops. It’s old, some of it
still exists, and some of it you can
only find in old photographs. What
I am talking about, of course, is the
street itself.
Five sections of the street are
on the National Register of His-

toric Places: 3202-5730 (Lorain
Avenue Commercial Historic District), 9005-10134 (Lorain Station
Historic District), The Lorain-Carnegie Bridge, 3202-3214 (Miller
Block), and 11801-11825 (Variety
Store Building and theater). You
may remember seeing A Christmas Story or Metallica play at the
Variety, had a late-night dinner at
Steve’s Lunch or Old Fashion Hot
Dogs, marveled at the Guardians
of Transportation for the thousandth time, or bought your first
bike or skateboard at Schneider’s
Bike shop. Whatever memories you
may have, it’s obvious that Lorain
Avenue holds some significance
for most if not all Clevelanders.
As you walk, ride your bike,
or drive down Lorain Avenue, it’s
apparent that it’s in many stages
of development and decay. New

The aftermath of the devestating fire at Steve’s Lunch. Photo by Adam Jaenke

businesses fill storefronts from
West 25th onward, mainstays with
their fading signage and loyal customer bases continue to do their
thing, and others simply sit and
wait—either for young entrepreneurial spirits to fix their crumbling
façades or for the city to tear them
down. It could go either way. That

said, I like the current state of
Lorain right now. It’s an architecturally dynamic, culturally diverse,
and historically telling piece of
our city. It’s a beautiful street. It’s
a conglomerate of everything that
Cleveland was, is, and is going to
become—and I hope it stays that
way.

Lorain and Weset 30th. Photo courtesy of the Cleveland Public Library Photo Collection

Lorain Ave. Photo courtesy of the Cleveland Public Library Photo Collection
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Rent ______
Squander
Eager
_____ Man, rap artist
With timidity
Despises
Musical exercise
Join with
Rankled
Eagle's home
"Sailing to Byzantium" poet
West Coast hrs.
Western tribe
Piece of turf
Disco ___ ("The Simpsons"
character)

It isn’t about giving up,
it’s about more time in
their garden.
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giving up, it’s about taking control. If you or a loved one has
been diagnosed with a serious illness, we can help. Learn more at
hospicewr.org or call 800.707.8922 to get started.

62 Bar ﬁxture
Across
63 Beat by a hair
1 Kids' game
64 Boob
5 Parakeets e.g.
65 Roosevelt forerunner,
Skilled
9 9th
and 10th graders at CMSD who miss
familiarly
14 Wild plum
10 or more days of school are 34% less
66 Feeder ﬁller
15 University in North Carolina
67 Island instruments, for short
likely to graduate.
16 Lousy car
Down
17 Nadirs
Get2SchoolCleveland.com
island
18 Dinner: It. C L E V E L A N D M E T R O P O L I T A N1 S Small
CHOOL DISTRICT
Slow
mammal
2
19 Faith
3 Slope ready for skiing
20 Abbr. at an airport terminal
4 AﬃrmativeMedia By And For The People
Alternative
21 Presbyterians, to Britney
Get-to-School-SmallSpaceAds-Collinwood.indd
1
1/26/16 10:33 AM
Spears
5 Pie nut
6 Sonia and Ruth colleague
23 Fiesta, in England

DID YOU KNOW...?

Ask for us by name.
800.707.8922 |

hospicewr.org |

@ ohicocit yobserver.com

/hospicewr
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CA L ENDA R
JUNE 3
Cozy Up! SHOW SEVEN

6:00 PM - 9:00 PM at Native Cleveland
Cozy Up! Collective is pleased to
present SHOW SEVEN, the seventh
exhibition in a continual DIY-based
group series inspired by the bond
of creative collaboration.

Modern Swing Dance Party

borhood. At this event, a plaque
commissioned by the Ohio City
block clubs honoring Joe Cimperman will be installed at the West.
45th Street apartments.

JUNE 5
Taste of Lakewood

12:00 PM - 7:00 PM at Madison
Park

9:00 PM - 1:30 PM at BOP STOP @
The Music Settlement

Jukebox Brunch - Pork Chop Shop

GROOVE IS IN THE HEART

JUNE 6

10:00 PM at Mahall’s
If somebody asks where the party
is at just tell them Whomp! There
It Is! and groove your sexy butt on
over to Mahall’s! Never forget that
Prince would want you to party like
it’s 1999 FOREVER!!!!!!!!!!

JUNE 4

11:00 AM - 3:00 PM at Jukebox

CLECast LIVE SHOW!

7:00 PM at Porco Lounge & Tiki
Room
CLECast live podcast recording
with Zachariah Durr

JUNE 7
Duck Island Block Club

The Ad Hominem Attack Show

7:30 PM - 10:00 PM at Canopy
The first Saturday of every month
six (or more) comics go head to
head swapping slams and trading
taunts. The Ad Hominem Attack
Show is inspired by the very popular roast battles that originated in
LA and are popping up all over the
country.

Tremont Church Tour

Featuring: St. Wendelin Church St.
John Cantius Church St. Augustine
Church Pilgrim Church

A Home for All of Us Planting Day

9:30 AM - 3:00 PM at the West 45th
St. Apartments
Join your neighbors and other volunteers on June 4th as they plant
a garden at the West 45th Street
apartments, help beautify St. Paul’s
Patch Community Garden, and
cleanup the surrounding neigh-

STANDS 80 & 82
at the West Side Market

6:30 PM at St. Wendelin’s

JUNE 8
Community Meeting - Neighborhood Zoning

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM at St. John’s
Episcopal Church
Join us at St. John’s Church for
a public meeting and presentation about neighborhood zoning.
Questions? E-mail Ben Trimble at
btrimble@ohiocity.org

JUNE 9
TNT: Thursday Night Throwdown

7:00 PM at Rising Star Coffee Hingetown
Any and every barista in the world
is invited to compete in a super
intense LATTE ART THROWDOWN.
Spectators welcome!

JUNE 10
Walkabout Tremont

6:00 PM - 9:00 PM in Tremont
Walkabout Tremont honors the
artistic vision of Jean Brandt, who
started the Tremont ArtWalk in
1993, with open galleries on the
second Friday of each month.
Walkabout Tremont expands the
eventâ€™s focus with music, street
entertainment, local history, restaurant and bar specials, and pop-up
tents featuring art and artists from
within and outside Tremont.

JUNE 12
Sell Your Stuff - Tremont Neighborhood Yard Sale
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM in Tremont
For over a decade, Tremont has

DID YOU KNOW...?
You can help fight chronic
absenteeism in Cleveland by visiting
Get2SchoolCleveland.com and learning more about
the importance of students attending school every day.

This event is part of a partnership
between Barefoot Wine & Bubbly,
DLDT, and the Alliance’s Adopt-aBeach™ Program to help clean up
Great Lakes beaches and shorelines and make them barefoot
friendly. After the clean-up volunteers 21 and older will be invited
to an after celebration at a local
venue.
Meetup location: The pavilion near
honey hut and the beach.

JUNE 18

Sole POWER with Liz Ferro

Ohio City Games

10:00 AM - 2:00 PM at Saint Ignatius High School
The Ohio City Games 2016 features non-competitive activities
and events geared towards families and children in grades K-8
throughout the day. Stay tuned for
more information on specific activities, an event schedule, and map!
Visitwww.ohiocitygames.com
to
sign up!

Larchmere PorchFest

1:00 PM - 10:00 PM on Larchmere
Blvd.
30 Bands on 30 Porches • Near
Shaker Square on Cleveland’s East
Side • Totally FREE •larchmereporchfest.org

BUTTCOFFIN RETURNS//
HYPER REAL: Canopy Group Show III

6:00 PM - 10:00 PM at 3204 Studios and Canopy
Walk between Canopy and
3204 Studios on Lorain Ave. for
two art shows that will change
your existence in the universe.
BUTTCOFFIN solo show at 3204
Studios, and HYPER REAL: Canopy Group Show III, featuring 40+
artists. After party at The B and
G Tavern, The Plum, and Platform
Brewing Co.

Tremont Trek Home Tour

4:00 PM - 10:00 PM
The Tremont Trek home tour,
founded in 2002, was designed
to showcase the vibrancy of the
Tremont neighborhood and spotlight the fabulous restaurants, art
galleries & shops and diversity of
architecture.
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM at Market
Square Park
The Ohio City Run & Crawl is a 5K
evening run and walk that concludes with a pub crawl through
the streets of Ohio City. This celebrated event, now in its ninth year,
includes the Ohio City Kids’ Dash—
a 130-meter dash suggested for
children between the ages of three
and seven.

Beach Cleanup and After Celebration
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM at Edgewater
Beach
1/26/16 10:33 AM

JUNE 26
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM at Vision Underground
In her presentation at Vision Underground on June 26, Liz will describe
Sole POWER, and how to generate
the “Finish Line Feeling”. She uses
her incredible story to remind us
of the POWER we all have inside.
Her personal journey, and how she
presents it, elicits positive energy,
transcending all audiences.

Weekly Events:
Tremont Farmer’s Market

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM at Lincoln Park
Every Tuesday

Tuesdays in Tremont

10% of your purchase supports the
2016 Arts in August program by
dining at these restaurants on the
following Tuesdays:
June 7th: Crust
June 14th: Lucky’s Cafe
June 21st: Parallax
June 28th: Ty Fun Thai Bistro

Edgewater Live
Free live concerts at Edgewater
Beach. Every Thursday in June,
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM.

Ohio City Run and Crawl 5K

JUNE 25

CLE VEL AND METROP OLITAN S CHO OL DISTRIC T

Get-to-School-SmallSpaceAds-Collinwood.indd 2

featured a neighborhood-wide yard
sale that includes over 100 residential yard sellers and sidewalk sales
from area businesses scattered
around the charming, historic, art
and dining district. Bargain hunters
can find furniture, clothing, art, art
supplies, sporting goods, memorabilia, collectibles, tools, antiques,
sidewalk sales. To start your treasure hunt, pick up the YARD SALE
MAP available ONLY ON EVENT
DAY, from Merrick House (1050
Starkweather Avenue).

Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocityobserver.com
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P HO T O S | OP INION
By Lynn Rodemann and John G.

REAL TALK with Lynn and John G.

Dear Lynn and John G,
Summer is around the corner and has snuck up on me
once again! I had all the plans in
the world to get my ‘beach bod’
going, but ended up not losing
weight. Now I am feeling like
crawling under a rock instead of
going out to the beach in a bathing suit like I love to do so much.
How do I deal with my insecurities about my body so I can enjoy
our short Cleveland summer?
-Seeking Beach Body
Dear Seeking Beach Body,
I may be butchering this quote
but, “Our inability to love and
accept all the pieces of ourselves
creates ripples-tiny acts of violence-that have huge and lasting
impacts on ourselves and others.”
I read that in a yoga ethics book
once.
I would suggest that you talk to
yourself about how to find love for
yourself where you are. So much
love that you can find that “give no
f**ks” space. If you love to go out
in a bathing suit then do it. Don’t
let your hang ups stop you. From
a very young age we are taught by
society and social pressures that
we are not okay, that we need to fix
ourselves, and that we are not perfect just how we are. If it’s not your
weight or body type it will be our
intelligence, or how much money
we make, what kind of job we have,
not popular enough, ect. Fall head
over heals in love with yourself or at
least work toward that.
My advice is to look inside your
heart, not in the mirror.
Every “body” has a beach
body.
Namaste,
Lynn
Beach Bod,
Everybody
loves
hippittydippitty feel-good platitudes and
existential examination in the context of blaming societal failure for
our inherent insecurities, but if
you want to be more secure, more
confident, you’re going to have to

Lynn and John G. are here to answer your burning questions. Email askrealtalk216@
gmail.com to have all of your problems solved! Illustrations by John G.

change. You have two ways to go.
One, re-calibrate your perceptions
and understand that you already
have a beach body. Congrats! Go
forth and enjoy.
Or two, if you genuinely want to
lose weight and get fit for YOURSELF (and not to live up to other
people’s standards of “beach
body”), the good news is you still
have time! Cleveland summer is
short but it’s not that short. It’s not
going to be easy, but you’re going
to need to assert some will power
and discipline. Find a healthy diet
that works for you and jump head
first into an exercise routine that
you know you can commit to, even
if just for a month or two. It’s only
June, stick with it and by August
you could be strutting the sands
with confidence! By then you’ll be
eight weeks into setting yourself
some goals and achieving them.
Here’s an idea: maybe join a gym or
rec center that has an indoor pool?
I know some of them open very
early in the morning and I guarantee the only people there at that
hour are older people that haven’t
judged a “beach body” since the
Reagan Administration (okay- I’m
assuming you’re younger, apologies if you’re not). Maybe dip your
toes into the shallow end of wearing a bathing suit in public, while
swimming at an indoor pool at
the crack of dawn with some oldsters, and week by week get used
to being vulnerable in the company
of these aquatic elders. Swimming
is also great exercise for the whole
body and you’ll probably be ready
to bask in the sun in no time.

John G
Dear Lynn and John G,
My girlfriend and I are
completely committed to one
another for life, but don’t believe
in the institution of marriage.
We’re both very comfortable
with our situation, but recently
her parents have gotten a bit out
of hand. They are so upset by
the idea that we will never legally
“tie the knot” that they have
started to plan a wedding for us!
They’ve gone as far as booking
a venue and tasting cakes, and
are constantly calling us to “discuss our guest list”. How do we
stop this? They’re not listening
to us saying no or our requests
for them to end the madness.
-Parental Pressure
Dear Parental Pressure,
Is there a more effective way
you can communicate with your
family? Are you being direct about
what your desires and needs are?
It took me a long time to realize
that I was my own maker. It did
not matter what my family thought,
what society wanted. You have the
power of your own choice. If that
choice is not to get married. Then
make it. Let them plan it. It doesn’t
mean you have to show up.
Take a stand,
Lynn
Parental Pressure,
I agree that this is a definite
case of a lack of communication.
Your parents are clearly violating
your boundaries and their absolute

refusal to listen to, or understand
your perspective, is some egregious behavior. They won’t see it
that way, but you have to make that
clear to them. It might be time for
an ultimatum: Nix That Wedding
Pressure or it’s #SCORCHEDEARTH2016. Which, Scorched
Earth is what it means. Tell them
if they pull any more marriage
shenanigans you’re dropping the
bomb. Then have the fortitude to
push that button. No contact. No
visits, no phone calls, no emails,
block them on all social media. DO
NOT EVER ACKNOWLEDGE THEM
EVER AGAIN.
I understand that’s not a viable
solution for everyone. Especially
if you have otherwise healthy and
enjoyable relationships with your
family other than this one thing.
So, if you genuinely want to have
a relationship with them, but they
still absolutely refuse to understand and keep pressuring you and
crossing the line, maybe fight fire
with fire. Pick them up for a “surprise lunch” then drop by a nursing
home for an appointment with one
of their lovely case workers to see
if that might be a good fit for when
the time comes. Every time you see
them ask them when the last time
they updated their Last Will and
Testament was. Ask them if they’ve
ever considered a signing a DNR.
Pretend to buy them some burial
plots for their birthdays. Eventually, hopefully, they’ll call you on
this, and you’ll get the opportunity to explain to them that what
you’ve been doing is the same
thing they’ve been doing about
this wedding. You’ve been trying
to make decisions for them that
aren’t respecting their boundaries.
Maybe, finally, this conversation
will get through to them where all
others have fallen short. If not?
You’ve always got #SCORCHEDEARTH2016!
John G
Got questions for Lynn and
John G.? Email askrealtalk216@
gmail.com to have your problems
solved!

Continued from page 1: Mark’s infamous globes flank the logo of the new Passengers Cafe, and an old rotary payphone adorns the finished space. Photos by Adame Jaenke.
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ENROLL NOW!
ChooseCMSD.org

Imagine
Your child’s dreams for the future
begin in Kindergarten.

Choose

Choosing the right school is
the most important step
your child will take
toward college and careers.

Enroll

Open seats available now in a
growing list of CMSD’s quality school choices.

216.838.3675
Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocityobserver.com

